which cannot be explained by a simple concept such as the charge transfer or the generalized Slater-Pauling curves. ' For example, the amorphous Fe-Zr alloys show complex magnetistn: paramagnetism (P), ferromagnetism (F), and spin glass (SG) with increasing Fe concentration.
The magnetization vs concentration curve deviates from the generalized Slater-Pauling curves beyond 85 at. % Fe. ' Neither the concentration dependence of SG temperatures (Tg ) nor that of Curie temperatures ( Tc) has been explained. The reentrant spin-glass (RSG) behavior near the SG-F boundary has not been clarified yet, though much experimental effort has been concentrated on this issue in the past decade.
A single-site theory of finite-temperature magnetism in amorphous and liquid alloys was first proposed by one of the authors' on the basis of the functional integral method ' ' and the coherent potential approxirnation. ' ' ' In this article, we present an improved theory which takes into account the atomic-size effects by introducing an average coordination number z* depending on the type of central atom a, and greatly simplifies numerical calculations with use of the GM model. ' This theory enables us to study various magnetic properties of 3d-3d as well as 3d-4d and 3d-5d amorphous TM alloys at arbitrary concentration. In particular, the present theory describes not only the itinerant-electron SG, in which amplitude fluctuations of spins play an important role, but also the effects of atomic short-range order (ASRO) on magnetism.
We wi11 describe the theoretical framework in detail in (t'), , = t'(R, , ), (4) t'(R, , )~R, , ', a. being independent of the type of atom, we obtain the following relation: t'(R, , )= "'t(R, , ) " (7) Here t (R, , ) can be chosen as t s (R, , ) so that the factor r" only depends on the type of atom u (R)' z(c)- (&) t (RJ)
It should be noted that t(R J. )=t (R;J. ) still depends on the types of atoms a and y via R,-, . =R, -, -~. The energy function E (g) is then rewritten as
+g[ n;w;(g)+ , 'J;g; ] .
-- 
' -X, ' '+F; ') and t is the transfer integral matrix defined by (t), =t(R, , ' ') in Eq. (9) with respect to the site:
Here Eo(g) in Eq. (20) 
The amplitude x in Eqs. (20) and (21) is defined by f dge
and t , '(g; ) is the single-site t matrix defined by
1+(L; ' -X, ' ')F;
and the higher-order terms. F, ', (F ) in Eq. (13) (16) is determined from the charge-neutrality condition
The self-energy S' (T', ) 
In the following, we neglect the higher-order term, and only take into account the nearest-neighbor (NN) pair ento.
Here we can treat the coordination number z of the cen-tral atom as a random variable in Eq. (25) (29) -
Substituting Eqs. (31) - (36) into Eqs. (13), (14), and (18),
Since the self-energy S' in Eq. (30) Here S (X )-=~r , "~S ' (X ) is the renormalized selfenergy in the GM model.
In the same way, we approximate the coherent Green's functions Fjo in Eq. (26) and FJJ as follows:
Here the renormalized locator L; (i =0, j) is defined by The effective self-energy 4 is determined so that the structural average of the diagonal Green's function [Eq.
(45)] recovers the exact form: 
Here the atomic configuration is described by a binomial distribution function with the coordination number z and the number of a atom n on the NN shell:
since we have adopted the Bethe-type approximation to the surrounding sites and have neglected the z dependence of p, for brevity. The latter is written by Cowley's 
( n) Zn/j I 2 ll l2)
The energies on the right-hand side of Eq. (68) are given by
C. ""(g, l) 
)2]1/2
Fo Fo (z, l)= I+ 3' s [y], %' Foo (z, l)
(g, z, 1) = L (g, 1) 1+ [E (g, I) ' 
Ir. I'
The charge potentials w (g, 1) at the central site and w (g) at the neighboring site are determined from the chargeneutrality condition of Eq. (40):
T~ ( 79) The average amplitude [x ] , is given in the present scheme as With use of the same approximation scheme, the CPA equation is expressed as follows: f(b» '1, =4m [y], 
Moreover, we assume a linear relation between z' and p aa.
Here the average coordination numbers z'(0) and z' (1) Fig. 3(e) Another point which we would like to discuss is that the unit cell of magnetic structure is generally larger than that of crystal structure, especially in the system with competition between ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic interactions. In that case, the same periodicity as that in the crystal structure may lead to an overestimate of magnetization.
In fact, the ground-state magnetization of fcc Fe-Ni alloys calculated with use of the same approach remains finite over all concentrations, while the experimental data indicate the appearance of a SG around 70 at. %%u oFe . Inou r theor y, calculate dmagnetization disappears around 70 at. % Fe, and the SG state is realized being consistent with the experimental data because of the self-consistent treatment of the LM's without use of the periodic boundary condition.
The temperature dependence of an average local DOS for the amorphous Fe7&Zr25 alloys is presented in Fig. 4 .
With increasing temperature, the splitting between the up-spin and down-spin bands for Fe gradually decreases and vanishes above Tc. The disappearance of average exchange splitting causes more (less) mixing of the upspin (down-spin) band for Fe with the Zr band, and the thermal spin fluctuations tend to broaden both up-and down-spin bands, so that the up-spin bandwidth becomes broader as temperature increases, while the down-spin bandwidth is almost independent of temperature.
In Fig. 5 The formation of a SG in the amorphous Fe-Zr alloys seems to be between the former and the latter cases mentioned above. In fact, the nonlinear magnetic couplings between the NN Fe LM's are found in the Fe-Fe exchange pair energies - 4F", F, +(g, l) when the number of contracted atoms (I) are larger than 5 (see Fig. 6 The RSG behavior appears near the SG-F boundary in the Fe-rich region (see Fig. 5 coordination number zF', according to the DRPHS model (see Fig. 2 ), and therefore causes additional band narrowing in the Fe local DOS since the second moment is proportional to zF', . We present, in Fig. 8 ' ' in the case of substitutional alloys, which succeeded in explaining the SlaterPauling curves, the Curie-temperature Slater-Pauling 
We now consider the strong-correlation limit in which the coordination number z (n) is determined by the n Then the probability p~ (n~z) Here p (to, p, z, n, i j,k&, k&, l&, l&)=p (to, g, z, i +j)+ip~~(co, g, +,z, t +j) +(n i-)p ' (co, g, -, z, i +j)+jp"' (co, g, +,z, i +j )+(z -n -j)p" (co, g, -, z, i (, +,z, l) 
